Imaging Andreev Reflection in Graphene
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ABSTRACT: Coherent charge transport along ballistic paths can be introduced into graphene by
Andreev reflection, for which an electron reflects from a superconducting contact as a hole, while
a Cooper pair is transmitted. We use a liquid-helium cooled scanning gate microscope (SGM) to
image Andreev reflection in graphene in the magnetic focusing regime, where carriers move along
cyclotron orbits between contacts. Images of flow are obtained by deflecting carrier paths and
displaying the resulting change in conductance. When electrons enter the the superconductor,
Andreev-reflected holes leave for the collecting contact. To test the results, we destroy Andreev
reflection with a large current and by heating above the critical temperature. In both cases, the
reflected carriers change from holes to electrons.
KEYWORDS: graphene, Andreev reflection, ballistic transport, scanning gate microscope.
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Electrons in graphene have remarkable characteristics that pave the way for ballistic electronic
devices.1,2 Coherent charge transport can be introduced into graphene from superconductors by
Andreev scattering3-6 or Josephson coupling.7-14 Andreev reflection allows an electron to reflect
from a superconductor as a hole, while a Cooper pair is transmitted. Graphene/superconductor
hybrid devices show coherent phenomena including crossed Andreev conversion7 and edge states
in graphene Josephson junctions.8 Here, we employ a liquid-helium cooled scanning gate
microscope (SGM)15-26 to image Andreev reflection in graphene from a superconducting contact
in the magnetic focusing regime. The SGM images the ballistic paths of electrons or holes by
deflecting their trajectories and displaying the resulting change in conductance.19,21 The images
show cyclotron orbits of electrons entering the superconductor and Andreev-reflected holes
leaving for the collecting contact. To confirm the results, we destroy Andreev reflection by
applying a large current, and by heating above the critical temperature. For both cases, the collected
carriers change from holes to electrons.
Andreev reflection3-5 is the process that links carriers in graphene with a superconducting
contact – Fig. 1(a) shows how this occurs. An electron enters the superconducting contact at an
energy EF + eVbs, where eVbs is less than the superconducting energy gap D. A hole is reflected
back into the graphene with energy EF - eVbs, as well as a Cooper pair that passes into the
superconductor. Energy, momentum and charge are conserved. These processes are indicated on
the graphene band structure E vs. k shown on the right – note that the electron and Andreevreflected hole are both near EF in the conduction band.
Andreev reflection is a microscopic description of the superconducting proximity effect and
explains how non-superconducting charge carriers gain the superconducting correlation. This
process is essential for superconducting hybrid systems, including superconducting quantum
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Figure 1: Andreev-reflection in a graphene device with superconducting contacts. In the
following, EF is the Fermi energy, D is the superconducting energy gap, and e is the electronic
charge. (a) For Andreev reflection, an electron with energy EF + eVbs entering a
superconducting contact with eVbs < ∆, generates a hole with energy EF - eVbs that is reflected
back into the graphene, and a Cooper pair that passes into the superconductor. The dispersion
relation E vs. k. of graphene is shown on the right. (b) Illustration of magnetic focusing of
electron orbits for a graphene sample with normal contacts in a perpendicular magnetic field B
when the cyclotron diameter matches the contact spacing. (c) For a superconducting center
contact, Andreev reflection converts an incoming electron into an outgoing hole with positive
charge that passes onto the right contact, and a Cooper pair flowing into the superconductor.
circuits, Josephson junctions, and topological superconductivity. A direct spatial mapping of the
Andreev process in a ballistic conductor can help to understand the microscopic details of
superconducting proximity effect in the hybrid systems.
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Here, we use magnetic focusing to track the motion of electrons and Andreev-reflected holes
through a graphene device with transparent niobium (Nb) superconducting contacts, as illustrated
in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). A perpendicular magnetic field B bends carrier motion into circular
cyclotron orbits with diameter dc = (n/π)1/2h/eB, where n is the carrier density, and e is the
elementary charge. A magnetic focusing peak occurs when carriers leaving the first contact are
rejoined at a second contact spaced a distance dc away. Figure 1(b) illustrates the usual reflection
of electrons that occurs from a normal center contact in the magnetic focusing regime: an electron
impinging on the contact is reflected as an electron and travels along a cyclotron orbit to the right
contact. Figure 1(c) shows how Andreev reflection occurs for a superconducting center contact. In
this case, an electron entering the center contact is reflected as a hole with the opposite charge.
The hole travels along the same cyclotron orbit as the electron to the right contact, because both
particles are in the conduction band. An immediate indicator for Andreev reflection is that the
voltage signal on the right contact has reversed sign, as shown below.
Figure 2 shows a scanning electron micrograph of the graphene device, fabricated from a
hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) encapsulated monolayer graphene sheet with a 35 nm thick hBN
layer to top and a 45 nm hBN layer on bottom, placed on an Si substrate with 300 nm thick SiO2
layer, which acts as a back gate. The encapsulated sheet was shaped into a Hall bar with five Nb
superconducting contacts S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5, with critical temperature Tc = 8.0 K. The sample
was mounted inside the cooled scanning gate microscope (SGM) in an inner chamber filled with
He-4 gas at 3 Torr surrounded by liquid He at 4.2K. A perpendicular magnetic field B was applied
using a superconducting solenoid. The semi-circles in Fig. 2a illustrate the expected cyclotron
orbits of electrons (blue) and Andreev-reflected holes (red). To record an image of electron flow,
a current I is passed into the device from S2 while S1 and S3 are grounded, and the voltage
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Figure 2: Magnetic focusing of Andreev reflection in graphene. (a) Scanning electron
micrograph of the hBN encapsulated graphene device on an Si/SiO2 substrate with
superconducting contacts S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5. The blue and red semi-circles illustrate the
cyclotron orbits of an electron and an Andreev-reflected hole in a perpendicular magnetic
field B. A current I enters the device from S2 while S1 and S3 are grounded and the voltage
Vm between S4 and S5 is measured. (b) Measured transresistance Rm = Vm /I is displayed vs.
B and electron density n at 4.2 K. The first magnetic focusing peak (red) between the outer
contacts S2 and S4 occurs when the electron cyclotron diameter matches their separation. A
second magnetic focusing peak (blue) of opposite sign occurs, when electrons from S2 travel
along a cyclotron orbit to S3 and are Andreev-reflected as holes that follow an orbit to S4.
difference Vm between S4 and S5 is measured as the tip is raster scanned across the sample. Such
non-local measurements can avoid unwanted background signals. The transmission Tm of electrons
(or holes) from S2 to S4 is proportional to the signal Vm = IRm, where Rm is transresistance - this
happens because the voltmeter draws no current. As electrons flow into S4, the electron density in
the contact increases. The resulting increase in chemical potential Dµ drives a reverse flow of
electrons that is sufficient to zero the total current into S4. The resulting voltage Vm ∼ - Dµ is
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negative, because electrons are negatively charged. If holes enter S4, the electron density and
chemical potential decrease instead, and the signal Vm is positive. This change of sign allows us to
determine whether electrons or holes are entering the collecting contact S4, as demonstrated below.
To determine the magnetic fields B and electron gas density n at which magnetic focusing
occurs between the contacts, the measured transresistance Rm is displayed vs. B and backgate-tuned
n at 4.2 K in Fig. 2(b). The first ‘peak’ (red) corresponds to magnetic focusing of electrons between
the two outer contacts S2 and S4, as illustrated in the inset to Fig. 2(b) . At larger B, a second
‘peak’ (blue) corresponds to magnetic focusing of Andreev-reflected holes between the center and
right contacts, S3 and S4, also illustrated in the inset to Fig. 2(b). The sign of the signal Rm reverses,
indicating that the carriers arriving at S4 now have positive charge.
We use a cooled SGM to image the flow of electrons and Andreev-reflected holes through the
graphene device on the two magnetic focusing peaks in B and n shown in Fig. 2(b). The imaging
technique was described in detail for our previous imaging experiments on graphene.25,26 A
charged tip is scanned at a constant height above the graphene device, creating an image charge
below the tip in the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) that deflects electrons away from their
original trajectories. In consequence, the transmission of electrons (or holes) from an emitting to
a collecting contact is reduced. An image of electron (or hole) flow is obtained by displaying the
measured change DRm as the tip is raster scanned across the sample, where DRm is proportional to
the change in carrier transmission DTm.25,26
In our earlier imaging work on graphene,25,26 we gave a detailed description how to use ray
tracing to simulate SGM images of carrier flow. Electrostatics provides a formula for the spatial
profile of the image charge in the 2DEG beneath the charged SGM tip, which produces a local dip
in electron density of radius 70 nm comparable to the height of the tip above the graphene layer.
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Figure 3: Images of Andreev reflection in the graphene from a superconducting contact.
(a) SGM image at the first magnetic focusing peak showing cyclotron orbits of electrons (red
region) from contact S2 to S4, taken at B = 0.13 T, n = 1.8×1012 cm-2 and 4.2 K.
(b) Corresponding simulated image. (c) Illustration of electron cyclotron orbits (red) between
contacts S2 to S4. The SGM tip blocks electron orbits and decreases their transmission T.
(d) SGM image of Andreev reflection taken at the second magnetic focusing peak, which
shows two cyclotron orbits (blue region), one for electrons from contact S2 to S3, and one for
Andreev-reflected holes from contact S3 to S4, taken at B = 0.26 T. The signal reverses sign,
because holes are arriving at S4, not electrons. (e) Corresponding simulated image.
(f) Illustration of the electron orbit from contact S2 to S3, and the Andreev reflected hole orbit
from S3 to S4. Both orbits appear blue in the SGM image, because the electron orbit between
contacts S2 and S3 was blocked, stopping the Andreev reflected hole that would have traveled
to contact S4.
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The density dip beneath the tip depresses the local chemical potential, which is the Fermi energy
EF. In turn, the diffusive motion of electrons set up by the change in EF tries to fill the dip. In
balance, the total chemical potential 𝐸# (𝑟⃗) + 𝑈(𝑟⃗) is constant, where 𝑈(𝑟⃗) is the potential energy
.⃗𝑈(𝑟⃗). Ray tracing simulations of
of an electron, and the force on a nearby electron is 𝐹⃗(𝑟⃗) = −∇
the transmission T between two contacts are carried out by starting a large number of trajectories
at random angles from the emitting contact, calculating their trajectories through the device using
the classical equation of motion, and counting the fraction of these orbits that reach the collecting
contact.25,26
The SGM images in Fig. 3 clearly demonstrate how the transition to Andreev reflection occurs.
The top three panels show the flow of electrons along a cyclotron orbit between the two outer
contacts S2 and S4 on the first magnetic focusing peak for B = 0.13 T at 4.2 K. Figure 3(a) presents
an SGM image of electron flow, Fig. 3(b) shows corresponding simulations, which are in good
agreement, and Fig. 3(c) illustrates the electron orbit from S2 to S4 in a scanning electron
micrograph of the device. The orbits are shown red (DRm < 0) in Fig. 3(a), because negative charges
– electrons – travel along the orbit and enter contact S4.
The lower three panels in Fig. 3 show Andreev reflection patterns of carrier flow, taken on the
second magnetic peak in Fig. 2(b). Figure 3(d) presents an SGM image of the flow of electrons
from contact S2 that follow a cyclotron orbit to the superconducting center contact S3, as well as
the Andreev-reflected holes that leave S3 and follow a cyclotron orbit to the collecting contact S4.
Both orbits are shown blue (DRm > 0), indicating that positively charged carriers - holes - enter S4.
The initial electron orbit from S2 to S3 is also blue, because those electrons have been Andreevreflected as holes. Charge is conserved, because two electrons simultaneously pass into the
superconducting contact S3 as a Cooper pair, then flow to ground. Figure 3(f) shows ray-tracing
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Figure 4: Destruction of Andreev reflection by a large current and by heating above the critical
temperature Tc. (a) Plot of Rm vs. B at n = 1.8×1012 cm-2 shows that the magnetic focusing dip
(blue) at B = 0.26 T, for Andreev reflected holes arriving at contact S4 for IDC = 0 has been
transformed into a peak (red) showing that electrons arrive instead for IDC = 8 µA. (b) An SGM
image of carrier flow at high current is red (DRm < 0) showing that electrons flow into the right
contact S4 instead of holes. (c) Increasing the temperature from 4.2 K to 16 K at
n = 1.8×1012 cm-2 changes the Andreev reflection magnetic focusing dip in Rm at B = 0.26 T,
for which holes enter contact S4, to a peak that is appropriate for electrons. (d) SGM image of
carrier flow taken at 16 K > Tc shows electrons following cyclotron orbits (red) from S2 to S4
on the first magnetic focusing peak for B = 0.13 T. (e) SGM image at the second magnetic
focusing peak for temperatures above Tc shows that the hole signal (blue) observed below Tc
in Fig. 3d has changed into electrons (red) as superconductivity goes away.
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simulations of Andreev reflection that are in good agreement, and Fig. 3(g) illustrates both the
initial electron cyclotron orbit from S2 to S3, and the Andreev-reflected hole orbits from S3 to S4
on the device. The use of magnetic focusing allows us to clearly identify the carrier flow associated
with Andreev reflection. We expect our SGM imaging technique to also be useful to characterize
Andreev reflection in other circumstances where a magnetic field is not present.
To verify that Andreev reflection causes the patterns of carrier flow observed Fig. 3 we apply
an emitter current IDC = 8 µA for which the emitted electron energy eVbs > D and does not undergo
Andreev reflection at the superconducting contact S3. In Fig. 4(a), the dip in Rm for IDC = 0 (blue)
at the second magnetic focusing peak that is indicative of Andreev reflection turns into a local
maximum for IDC = 8 µA (red), showing that the carriers received by contact S4 have changed
from holes to electrons. In addition, the SGM image of carrier flow in Fig. 4(b) for IDC = 8 µA
shows that the charge carriers have changed sign, where red (DRm < 0) replaces the blue (DRm > 0)
regions in Fig. 3(d), because electrons are collected by contact S4 instead of holes.
We carried out an additional test by heating the device above the critical temperature Tc = 8.0 K
of the superconducting contact S3 to destroy Andreev reflection. Figure 4(c) plots the magnetic
focusing signal Rm vs. B at a temperature 4.2 K, below Tc (red), and at 16 K, above Tc (blue). The
dip in Rm at B = 2.6 T is a signature of Andreev reflection, on the second magnetic focusing peak
shown in Fig. 2(b). When the sample is warmed to 16 K, above Tc, the dip reverses sign to become
a peak, suggesting that normal electron reflection occurs instead. In addition, Fig. 4(d) presents
SGM images at 16 K. On the first magentic focusing peak at B = 0.13 T, electron cyclotron orbits
that connect the two outer contacts S2 and S4 as shown in Fig. 3(a), because Andreev reflection is
not involved. In stark contrast, SGM images of carrier flow in Fig. 4(e) for the second focusing
peak at B = 2.6 T have changed sign from blue (DRm > 0) to red (DRm < 0) as the device is warmed
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from 4.2 K to 16 K. These results confirm that Andreev reflection has been destroyed and that
electrons now enter the collecting contact S4 instead of holes.
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